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The project 
 
In this project, students begin by listening to the read-aloud, Albert’s 
Alphabet, In the book, Albert designs and builds all the letters of the alphabet, 
using tools and scraps. A playground and path are then lined with the letters.  
(https://youtu.be/eYEXgl-hT_4) 
 
After the read-aloud, discuss with the students how Albert created letters 
from recycled materials. Lead a discussion about other recycled materials 
that can be used for projects. (Include cardboard in the discussion). Ask 
what kids have made with cardboard boxes in their home. 
 
Learning Goals: 
Literacy, learning letters, fine motor, basic geometry, engineering design, 
communication skills 
 
Materials: Students may use  

1. up to 5 3DuxDesign cardboard shapes   
2. up to 8 connectors 
3. markers/pencil 
4. one sheet blank paper 
5. optional:  

a. scrap paper  
b. scissors 
c. tape 
d. other craft materials available 

 
Design Challenge 
 

Design. Students will each design a letter of the alphabet that will stand up 
by itself. Assign a letter to each student. Using the worksheets and any 
extra scrap paper, have students draft out an example of their assigned 
letter and the shapes they plan to use for the model.   

 
Build For the construction, students will be able to use 3DuxDesign 
materials, up-cycled cardboard, and any assorted crafts available. It must 
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be freestanding — that means it cannot be propped up against anything in 
order not to fall over. 
Students will build some prototypes of the assigned letter. They should 
choose a final design that meets the criteria, and that they like the best. 
 
Decorate Using a sheet of blank paper students can create a 
decorated “stand”  for their letter, decorating the paper with a drawing 
of any objects around them that start with that letter  
 
Students should each take 1-2 minutes to present their work to the 
class! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


